
Was Information About the Attack on Pearl Harbor Deliberately Withheld From the American Commanders?  

YES: Robert A. Theobald, from The Final Secret of Pearl Harbor: The Washington Contribution to the Japanese Attack 

(Devin Adair, 1954) NO: Roberta Wohlstetter, from Pearl Harbor: Warning and Decision (Stanford University Press, 1967) 

ISSUE SUMMARY YES: Retired rear admiral Robert A. Theobald argues that President Franklin D. Roosevelt deliberately 

withheld information from the commanders at Pearl Harbor in order to encourage the Japanese to make a surprise 

attack on the weak U.S. Pacific Fleet. NO: Historian Roberta Wohlstetter contends that even though naval intelligence 

broke the Japanese code, conflicting signals and the lack of a central agency coordinating U.S. intelligence information 

made it impossible to predict the Pearl Harbor attack. In 1899 and 1900 Secretary of State John Hay enunciated two 

notes, known as the Open Door policy. The first pronouncement attempted to provide equal access to commercial rights 

in China for all nations. The second note called on all countries to respect China's "territorial and administrative" 

integrity. For the next 40 years the open door was restated by every president from Theodore Roosevelt to Franklin 

Roosevelt for two reasons: (1) to prevent China from being taken over by Japan, and (2) to preserve the balance of 

power in the world. The Open Door policy appeared to work during World War I and the 1920s. The Nine-Power Treaty 

of 1922 restated the Open Door principles, and its signatories agreed to assist China in forming a stable government. 

Japan supported the agreements because the world economy was reasonably stable. But the worldwide depression had 

a major effect on the foreign policies of all nations. Japan decided that she wanted to extend her influence politically as 

well as economically in Asia. On the night of September 18, 1931, an explosion, probably staged by Japanese militarists, 

damaged the Japanese-controlled South Manchurian Railroad. Japanese troops not only overran Chinese troops 

stationed in South Manchuria but within five months established the puppet state of Manchukuo [Northeast China]. 

When the League of Nations condemned Japan's actions, the Japanese gave their two-year's notice and withdrew from 

the league. A turn for the worse came for the Chinese on July 7, 1937, when a shooting incident at the Marco Polo 

Bridge between Chinese and Japanese troops led to a full-scale war on China's mainland. President Franklin Roosevelt 

took a strong verbal stand in a speech he delivered on October 5, 1937, demanding that nations stirring up 

"international anarchy" should be quarantined. Roosevelt aided the Chinese with non-embargoed, nonmilitary goods 

when he found a loophole in the neutrality laws. Japan's goal to establish a "new order in East Asia" was furthered by 

the outbreak of World War II in Europe in the fall of 1939 and the ease with which the German army overran and 

defeated France the following spring. In September 1940 Japanese forces occupied northern French Indochina (later 

known as Vietnam). Although Roosevelt was unable to stop Japan's military expansionism, he did jar them with 

economic sanctions. When the Japanese occupied southern Indochina on July 25, 1941, Roosevelt again jolted the 

Japanese government by issuing an order freezing all Japanese assets in the United States, which created major 

problems. Japan had only 12 to 18 months of oil in reserves for military use. A military statement had developed in the 

war with China in part because the United States was funneling economic and military aid to her ally. Consequently, 

Japan sought an accommodation with the United States in the fall of 1941. Japan tried to negotiate two plans that would 

have resulted in a partial withdrawal from Indochina and the establishment of a coalition government in China proper 

that would be partially controlled by the Japanese and would take place once the war stopped. In return, America would 

resume trade with Japan prior to the July 26 freezing' of Japanese assets. Because American cryptologists had broken 

the Japanese diplomatic code for a second time in the summer of 1941, American policymakers knew that these were 

Japan's final proposals. Secretary of State Cordell Hull sent the Japanese a note on November 26 that restated America's 

Open Door policy and asked "the government of Japan [to] withdraw all military naval, air, and police forces from China 

and from Indochina." When Japan rejected the proposal both sides realized this meant war. Where or when was the 

question. Japan's surprise December 7 attack on Pearl Harbor provided the answer. In the following selection, Robert A. 

Theobald argues that President Roosevelt deliberately withheld information from the Hawaiian army and naval 

commanders at Pearl Harbor in order to encourage the Japanese to make a surprise attack on the weak Pacific Fleet. In 

the second selection, Roberta Wohlstetter maintains that even though naval intelligence broke the Japanese code, 

conflicting signals made it impossible to predict the Pearl Harbor attack. YES Robert A. Theobald From Robert A. 

Theobald, The Final Secret of Pearl Harbor: The Washington Contribution to the Japanese Attack (Devin-Adair, 1954). 

The Final Secret of Pearl Harbor Having been present at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, and having appeared with 

Admiral Husband E. Kimmel when that officer testified before the Roberts Commission, the author has ever since sought 

a full understanding of the background that made that day possible. For many years, he gathered and pieced together 



the available evidence which appeared to shed light upon the Washington happenings concerned with that attack. 

These studies produced very definite conclusions regarding the manner in which our country's strategy had been shaped 

to entice the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor, and the efforts that have since been made to keep these facts from the 

knowledge of the American People. For over three years, the thirty-nine volume set which comprises the Record of 

Proceedings of all the Pearl Harbor Investigations has been available to the author. Serious study of these volumes has 

caused many revisions of errors in detail, but it has served to divest the writer's mind of all doubt regarding the 

soundness of his basic conclusions. It is firmly believed that those in Washington who knew the facts, decided from the 

first that considerations of patriotism and loyalty to their wartime Commander-in-Chief required that a veil of secrecy 

should be drawn about the President's handling of the situation which culminated in the Pearl Harbor attack. While 

there was great justification for this secrecy during the continuance of the war, the reasons for it no longer exist. The 

war is finished. President Roosevelt and his administration are now history. Dictates of patriotism requiring secrecy 

regarding a line of national conduct in order to preserve it for possible future repetition do not apply in this case 

because, in this atomic age, facilitating an enemy's surprise attack, as a method of initiating a war, is un- thinkable. Our 

Pearl Harbor losses would preclude that course of action in the future without consideration of the increased 

destructiveness of present and future weapons. Finally, loyalty to their late President in the matter of Pearl Harbor 

would be better served today, if his friends would discard their policy of secrecy in favor of full publicity. Another 

consideration which today strongly favors a complete under- standing of the whole Pearl Harbor story, is the thought of 

justice to the professional reputations of the Hawaiian Commanders, Admiral Kimmel and General Short--a justice which 

is long overdue. Throughout the war, maintenance of the national morale at the highest possible level demanded 

complete public confidence in the President and his principal military advisers. During that time, the public could not be 

given cause to assign a tithe of blame for the Pearl Harbor attack to Washington. And so, dating from the report of the 

Roberts Commission, most of the responsibility for Pearl Harbor has been placed upon the two Hawaiian Commanders. 

This carefully executed plan which diverted all suspicion from Washington contributed its full measure to the successful 

conduct of the war. The time has come when full publicity should be given to the Washington contribution to the Pearl 

Harbor attack, in order that the judgment of the American people may assign to Admiral Kimmel and General Short no 

more than their just and proper share of the responsibility for that tragic day. Manifestly, many readers will be reluctant 

to agree with the main conclusions which have been reached in this study. In recognition of this fact, the normal 

sequence of deductive reasoning is discarded in favor of the order used in a legal presentation. The case is stated at the 

outset, and the evidence is then marshaled and discussed. The reader is thus enabled to weigh each fact, as it is 

presented, against the conclusions, which have been firmly implanted in the mind of the author by the summation of 

these facts. The sole purpose of the subject matter contained herein is a searching for the truth, and it is hoped that the 

absence of any ulterior motive is apparent throughout. Comments of a critical character concerning the official actions 

of officers frequently intersperse the pages which follow. No criticism of the officer is intended. Those officers were 

obeying orders, under circumstances which were professionally most trying to them. Such comments are necessary to a 

full understanding of the discussion of the moment, however, but there is no intention to impugn the motives of any 

individual. Patriotism and loyalty were the wellsprings of those motives… Main Deduction: President Roosevelt 

Circumvents American Pacifism In the spring of 1940, Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France were conquered 

by Germany, and throughout the remainder of that year Great Britain's situation was so desperate that many expected 

her collapse early in the ensuing year. Fortunately, however, the Axis powers turned East in 1941 to conquer Greece and 

to attack Russia. There is every reason to believe that when France was overcome President Roosevelt became 

convinced the United States must fight beside Great Britain, while the latter was still an active belligerent, or later 

sustain the fight alone, as the last democratic stronghold in a Nazi world. Never, however, had the country been less 

prepared for war, both psychologically and physically. Isolationism was a dominant philosophy throughout the land, and 

the armed forces were weak and consequently unready. The United States not only had to become an active participant 

in democracy's fight as quickly as possible, but a people, completely united in support of the war effort, had to be 

brought into the arena. But, how could the country be made to fight? Only a cataclysmic happening could move 

Congress to enact a declaration of war; and that action would not guarantee that the nation's response would be the 

completely united support which victory has always demanded. This was the President's problem, and his solution was 

based upon the simple fact that, while it takes two to make a fight, either one may start it. As the people of this country 



were so strongly opposed to war, one of the Axis powers1 must be forced to involve the United States, and in such a 

way as to arouse the American people to wholehearted belief in the necessity of fighting. This would require drastic 

action, and the decision was unquestionably a difficult one for the President to make. In this connection, it should be 

remembered that Japan, Germany, and Italy signed the Tripartite Treaty on September 28, 1940, by which the three 

nations agreed to make common cause against any nation, not then a participant in the European war or the Sino-

Japanese conflict, which attacked one of the signatories. Thereafter, the fact that war with Japan meant war with 

Germany and Italy played an important part in President Roosevelt's diplomatic strategy. Throughout the approach to 

war and during the fighting, the primary U.S. objective was the defeat of Germany. To implement the solution of his 

problem, the President: (1) instituted a successful campaign to correct the Nation's military unpreparedness; (2) offered 

Germany repeated provocations, by violations of neutrality and diplomatic usage; (3) applied ever-increasing diplomatic-

economic pressure upon Japan, which reached its sustained climax on July 25, 1941, when the United States, Great 

Britain, and the Netherlands stopped their trade with Japan and subjected her to almost complete economic 

encirclement; (4) made mutual commitments with the British Prime Minister at Newfoundland in August, 1941, which 

promised mutual support in the event that the United States, Great Britain, or a third country not then at war were 

attacked by Japan in the Pacific; (5) terminated the Washington conference with the note of November 26, 1941, which 

gave Japan no choice but surrender or war; (6) retained a weak Pacific Fleet in Hawaiian waters, despite contrary naval 

advice, where it served only one diplomatic purpose, an invitation to a Japanese surprise attack; (7) furthered that 

surprise by causing the Hawaiian Commanders to be denied invaluable information from decoded Japanese dispatches 

[or "Magic"] concerning the rapid approach of the war and the strong probability that the attack would be directed at 

Pearl Harbor. This denial of information was a vital feature of enticing a Japanese surprise attack upon Pearl Harbor. If 

Admiral Kimmel and General Short had been given the knowledge possessed by the Washington authorities, the 

Hawaiian Commands would have been alerted against an overseas attack. The Pacific Fleet would have kept the sea 

during the first days of December, 1941, until the issue of peace or war had been decided. With the highly effective 

Japanese espionage in Hawaii, this would have caused Tokyo to cancel the surprise attack. The problem which faced 

Lincoln during March of 1861 was identical in principle--to unite the sentiment of the North behind the policy of 

compelling the seceded Southern states by force of arms to return to the Union. For a month after his inauguration, he 

made no move, and then South Carolina's insistent demands for the surrender of Fort Sumter gave him the answer to 

his problem. He refused to surrender the fort, and dispatched a fleet to reprovision it. South Carolina then fired the first 

shots of the Civil War. Pearl Harbor was President Roosevelt's Fort Sumter. Diplomatically, President Roosevelt's strategy 

of forcing Japan to war by unremitting and everincreasing diplomatic-economic pressure, and by simultaneously holding 

our Fleet in Hawaii as an invitation to a surprise attack, was a complete success. Militarily, our ship and personnel losses 

mark December 7, 1941 as the day of tragic defeat. One is forced to conclude that the anxiety to have Japan, beyond all 

possibility of dispute, commit the first act of war, caused the President and his civilian 1 Germany, Italy, and Japan. 

advisers to disregard the military advice which would somewhat have cushioned the blow. The President, before the 

event, probably envisaged a Panay2 incident of somewhat larger proportions. Despite the fact that the attack laid the 

foundation for complete victory, a terrific price was paid, as the following account of the ship, plane, and personnel 

losses discloses. The Pearl Harbor Losses: Facts and Figures The Japanese clearly intended that their entire surprise 

attack should be delivered against military objectives. The first waves of the attack were delivered against the airfields 

on the Island of Oahu-- Army, Navy, and Marine Corps--to reduce the airborne opposition as much as possible. The main 

attacks began 15 minutes after these preliminary attacks, and were primarily directed against the capital ships in Pearl 

Harbor. Damage inflicted upon smaller vessels was clearly the incidental consequence of the main operation. Very few 

planes dropped their bombs upon the city of Honolulu. Three planes did so in the late phases of the attack, but their 

last-minute changes of course indicated that this was done because those particular pilots did not care to encounter the 

severe anti-aircraft fire that was then bursting over their main target area. In December, 1941, the capital ships of the 

Pacific Fleet numbered twelve: 9 Battleships; 3 Carriers. Of these, eight Battleships but none of the Carriers were 

present in Pearl Harbor at the time of the Japanese attack: the Battleship Colorado was in the Bremerton Navy Yard; the 

Carrier Enterprise was in a Task Force returning from Wake; the Lexington was in a Task Force ferrying planes to 

Midway; the Saratoga was on the West Coast, having just completed a Navy' Yard overhaul. The results of the Japanese 

air attacks upon the U.S. Pacific Fleet in Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, were as follows: Battleships: • Arizona: total 



loss, as her forward magazines blew up; • Oklahoma: total loss, capsized and sank in harbor--later raised solely to clear 

harbor of the obstruction and resunk off Oahu; • California, West Virginia: sank in upright position at their berths with 

quarterdecks awash-- much later raised, repaired, and returned to active war service; • Nevada: beached while standing 

out of the harbor, to prevent sinking in deep water after extensive bomb damage--repaired and returned to active war 

service; • Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Tennessee: all received damage but of a less severe character. Smaller Ships: • 

Cruisers: Helena, Honolulu, and Raleigh were all damaged, but were repaired and returned to active war service; • 

Destroyers: Two damaged beyond repair; two others damaged but repaired and returned to active war service; • 

Auxiliary Vessels: 1 Seaplane Tender, 1 Repair Ship, both severely damaged but repaired and returned to active war 

service; • Target Ship: Utah, former battleship, sank at her berth. The Japanese attacks upon the various Oahu airfields 

resulted in the following U.S. plane losses: Navy 80; Army 97. U.S. military personnel casualties were: Killed--Navy, 

Marine Corps, Army, Army Air Corps: 2 U.S.S. Panay was an American gunboat sunk by the Japanese air force on the 

Yangtze River, China, on December 12, 1937. 2388. Wounded: 1178. The Japanese losses were 48 planes shot down and 

three midget sub- marines destroyed. These vessels displaced 45 tons and were of little, if any, military value. The Final 

Summation Review of the American Moves Which Led to the Japanese Attack Our Main Deduction is that President 

Roosevelt forced Japan to war by unrelenting diplomaticeconomic pressure, and enticed that country to initiate 

hostilities with a surprise attack by holding the Pacific Fleet in Hawaiian waters as an invitation to that attack. The 

evidence shows how surely the President moved toward war after June, 1940. His conversation with Admiral Richardson 

in October, 1940, indicated his conviction that it would be impossible without a stunning incident to obtain a declaration 

of war from Congress. Despite the conditions of undeclared war3 which existed in the Atlantic during the latter half of 

1941, it had long been clear that Germany did not intend to contribute to the creation of a state of formal war between 

her and the United States. The Tripartite Treaty of September, 1940, however, supplied the President with the answer. 

Under that treaty, war with Japan meant war with Germany and Italy. The highlights of the ever-increasing pressure 

upon Japan were: 1. the extension of financial and military aid to China in concert with Great Britain and the 

Netherlands, which began early in 1941; 2. the stoppage of Philippine exports to Japan by Executive Order on May 29, 

1941; 3. the freezing of Japanese assets and the interdiction of all trade with Japan by the United States, Great Britain, 

and the Netherlands on July 25, 1941; 4. President Roosevelt's very frank statements of policy to Ambassador Nomura in 

their conference of August 17, 1941; 5. the termination of the Washington conference by the American note of 

November 26, 1941, which brought the war to the United States as the President so clearly intended it would. That the 

Pearl Harbor attack was in accord with President Roosevelt's plans is attested by the following array of facts: 1. 

President Roosevelt and his military and naval advisers were well aware that Japan invariably started her wars with a 

surprise attack synchronized closely with her delivery of the Declaration of War; 2. In October, 1940, the President 

stated that, if war broke out in the Pacific, Japan would commit the overt act which would bring the United States into 

the war; 3. The Pacific Fleet, against contrary naval advice, was retained in Hawaii by order of the President for the 

alleged reason that the Fleet, so located, would exert a restrictive effect upon Japanese aggressions in the Far East; 4. 

The Fleet in Hawaii was neither powerful enough nor in the necessary strategic position to influence Japan's diplomatic 

decisions, which could only be accomplished by the stationing of an adequate naval force in Far Eastern waters; 3 The 

US Navy, in escorting Lend-Lease aid for Britain as far as Iceland, had been engaging in combat with German submarines 

in the Atlantic since the spring of 1941. On October 31, 1941, the German U-552 attacked and sank the USS Reuben 

James killing 115 American naval personnel. 5. Before that Fleet could operate at any distance from Pearl Harbor, its 

train (tankers, supply and repair vessels) would have had to be tremendously increased in strength--facts that would not 

escape the notice of the experienced Japanese spies in Hawaii; 6. President Roosevelt gave unmistakable evidence, in 

March, 1941, that he was not greatly concerned with the Pacific Fleet's effects upon Japanese diplomatic decisions, 

when he authorized the weakening of that Fleet, already inferior to that of Japan, by the detachment of 3 battleships, 1 

aircraft carrier, 4 light cruisers, and 18 destroyers for duty in the Atlantic--a movement which would immediately be 

detected by Japanese espionage in Hawaii and Panama Canal Zone; 7. The successful crippling of the Pacific Fleet was 

the only surprise operation which promised the Japanese Navy sufficiently large results to justify the risk of heavy losses 

from land-based air attacks if the surprise failed; 8. Such an operation against the Fleet in Hawaii was attended with far 

greater chances of success, especially from the surprise standpoint, and far less risk of heavy losses than a similar attack 

against that Fleet based in U.S. West Coast ports; 9. The retention of the Fleet in Hawaii, especially after its reduction in 



strength in March, 1941, could serve only one possible purpose, an invitation to a surprise Japanese attack; 10.The 

denial to the Hawaiian Commanders of all knowledge of Magic was vital to the plan for enticing Japan to deliver a 

surprise attack upon the Fleet in Pearl Harbor, because, as late as Saturday; December 6, Admiral Kimmel could have 

caused that attack to be cancelled by taking his Fleet to sea and disappearing beyond land-based human ken. Review of 

the Situation Known to Washington Before the Attack From the beginning of the Washington conference in November, 

1941, President Roosevelt and his advisers had repeated evidence that this was Japan's last and supreme effort to break 

the economic encirclement by peaceful means. Throughout the negotiations, the Japanese secret dispatches stressed a 

"deadline date," after which "things were automatically going to happen." Automatic events which were to follow the 

breakdown of such vital negotiations could only be acts of war, clear evidence that Japan intended to deliver a surprise 

attack to initiate the hostilities. The fact that surprise was essential to the Japanese plans was repeatedly emphasized, 

on and after November 28, by the Tokyo dispatches and by telephone instructions to the two Ambassadors, cautioning 

them to keep alive the appearance of continuing negotiation. Everyone familiar with Japanese military history knew that 

her first acts of war against China in 1894 and Russia in 1904 had been surprise attacks against the main fleets of those 

countries. The only American Naval Force in the Pacific that was worth the risk of such an operation was the Fleet in 

Hawaiian waters. The President and his military naval advisers well knew, on October 9, from the Tokyo dispatch to 

Honolulu of September 24, that Japan intended to plan a surprise air attack on the American Fleet in Pearl Harbor, and 

had daily evidence from the late decodes of certain Tokyo-Honolulu dispatches during the period, December 3-6 

inclusive, that the planned attack was soon to occur. On November 26, the recipients of Magic all had positive 

information from the Tokyo dispatch to Hong Kong of November 14 that Japan intended war with the United States and 

Great Britain if the Washington negotiations should fail. The Tokyo dispatch to the Washington Embassy of November 28 

definitely stated that the Japanese Government considered that the American note of the 26th had terminated all 

possibility of further negotiations. The Tokyo-Berlin messages dated November 30 instructed the Japanese Ambassador 

to inform Hitler and von Ribbentrop4 that war between Japan and the Anglo-Saxon nations would come sooner than 

anyone expected. The Japanese code-destruction messages of December 1 and 2 meant that war was extremely close at 

hand. With the distribution of the Pilot Message at 3:00 P.M. on Saturday, December 6, the picture was complete for 

President Roosevelt and the other recipients of Magic, both in Washington and Manila. It said that the answer to the 

American note was about to arrive in the Embassy, that it was very lengthy, and that its delivery to the U.S. Government 

was to be especially timed. That timed delivery could only have meant that the answer was a Declaration of War, 

synchronized with a surprise attack. No other deduction was tenable. The Saturday receipt of this definite information 

strongly supported the existing estimates in the War and Navy Departments that the Japanese surprise attack would be 

delivered on a Sunday, and marked the morrow, Sunday, December 7, as the day. All this, beyond doubt, was known to 

President Roosevelt, General Marshall, and Admiral Stark at about 3:00 P.M. on that Saturday, Washington time, 21 

hours before the next sunrise in Hawaii. In obedience to the basic dictates of the Military Art, the information contained 

in the Pilot Message and the unmistakable implications thereof should have been transmitted to Admiral Kimmel and 

General Short at once. There was no military consideration that would warrant or tolerate an instant's delay in getting 

this word to those officers. There cannot be the slightest doubt that General Marshall and Admiral Stark would have had 

this done, if they had not been restrained from doing so by the orders of President Roosevelt. In the situation which 

then existed for them, no officer of even limited experience, if free to act, could possibly decide otherwise. The fighting 

words in the selected passages of the 13-part message received on that same Saturday were merely additional evidence 

that this was a Declaration of War. The 14th part received early Sunday morning was further confirmation of that fact. 

The 1:00 P.M. Washington delivery, ordered by the time-of-delivery dis- patch, clearly indicated Pearl Harbor as the 

objective of the surprise attack, the final link in the long chain of evidence to that effect. There Would Have Been No 

Pearl Harbor If Magic Had Not Been Denied to the Hawaiian Commanders The recurrent fact of the true Pearl Harbor 

story has been the repeated with- holding of information from Admiral Kimmel and General Short. If the War and Navy 

Departments had been free to follow the dictates of the Art of War, the following is the minimum of information and 

orders those officers would have received: The Tokyo-Honolulu dispatches regarding the exact berthing of U.S. ships in 

Pearl Harbor and, in that connection, a reminder that Japan invariably started her wars with a surprise attack on the new 

enemy's Main Fleet; the dispatches concerning the Washington Conference and the deadline date after which things 

were automatically going to happen--evidence that this was Japan's last effort to solve U.S.-Japanese differences by 



peaceful means and the strong intimation of the surprise attack; the Tokyo-Hong Kong dispatch of November 14, which 

told of Japan's intentions to initiate war with the two Anglo-Saxon powers if the Washington negotiations failed; the 

Tokyo-Washington dispatch of 4 Reich Foreign Minister November 28, which stated that the American note of 

November 26 had terminated those negotiations; the Pilot Message of December 6, which told that the Declaration of 

War was about to arrive in Washington, and that its delivery to the U.S. Government was to be especially timed, an 

essential feature for synchronizing the surprise attack with that delivery. Not later than by November 28, the War and 

Navy Departments should have ordered the Hawaiian Commanders to place the Joint Army-Navy Coastal Frontier 

Defense Plans in effect, and to unify their Commands; the Navy Department should have ordered the mobilization of the 

Naval Establishment. On November 28, the Chief of Naval Operations should have ordered Admiral Kimmel to recall the 

Enterprise from the Wake operation, and a few days later should have directed the cancellation of the contemplated 

sending of the Lexington to Midway. ...[N]ot one word of this information and none of the foregoing orders were sent to 

Hawaii. General Marshall Looks Ahead, but Admiral Stark Lets the Cat Out of the Bag Everything that happened in 

Washington on Saturday and Sunday, December 6 and 7 supports the belief that President Roosevelt had directed that 

no message be sent to the Hawaiian Commanders before noon on Sunday, Washington time. General Marshall 

apparently appreciated that failure to act on the Declaration of War message and its timed delivery was going to be very 

difficult to explain on the witness stand when the future inevitable investigation into the incidents of those days took 

place. His avoidance of contact with the messages after the Pilot message until 11:25 on Sunday morning was 

unquestionably prompted by these thoughts. Otherwise, he would undoubtedly have been in his office by 8:00 A.M. on 

that fateful day. Admiral Stark, on the other hand, did arrive in his office at 9:25 A.M. on Sunday, and at once accepted 

delivery of the full Declaration of War message. Against the advice of his assistants, he refused to inform Admiral 

Kimmel of its receipt. Forty minutes later, he knew that the 14-part message was to be delivered to the U.S. Government 

at 1:00 P.M., Washington time, which was 7:30 A.M., Hawaiian time, as was pointed out to him at once. Again, despite 

the urging of certain of his aides, he refused to send word to Admiral Kimmel. Never before in recorded history had a 

field commander been denied information that his country would be at war in a matter of hours, and that everything 

pointed to a surprise attack upon his forces shortly after sunrise. No Naval Officer, on his own initiative, would ever 

make such a decision as Admiral Stark thus did. That fact and Admiral Stark's decisions on that Sunday morning, even if 

.they had not been supported by the wealth of earlier evidence, would reveal, , beyond question, the basic truth of the 

Pearl Harbor story, namely that these , Sunday messages and so many earlier ones, of vital import to Admiral Kimmel's 

exercise of his command, were not sent because Admiral Stark had orders from the President, which prohibited that 

action. This deduction is fully supported by the Admiral's statement to the press l in August, 1945, that all he did during 

the pre-Pearl Harbor days was done on r order of higher authority, which can only mean President Roosevelt. The most , 

arresting thing he did, during that time, was to withhold information from Admiral Kimmel. President Roosevelt's 

Strategy Accomplishes Its Purpose Thus, by holding a weak Pacific Fleet in Hawaii as an invitation to a surprise at- tack, 

and by denying the Commander of that Fleet the information which might cause him to render that attack impossible, 

President Roosevelt brought war to the United States on December 7, 1941. He took a fully aroused nation into the fight 

because none of its people suspected how the Japanese surprise attack fitted into their President's plans. Disastrous as 

it was from a naval standpoint, the Pearl Harbor attack proved to be the diplomatic prelude to the complete defeat of 

the Axis Powers. 


